4. Name and function of icons

To change between the standard display and the detailed display refer to "14.7 To select the display mode".

---

5. MESSAGE

Messages can be displayed.

- Ventilation mode screen (main page).
- All cleaning unit screen (air cleaning unit setting).
- Error display: Push it to display the error.

6. DISPLAY

- Indicates that the schedule timer or OFF timer is enabled.

7. SET/BACKTIME

- Push several times until the desired start or end time is displayed.
- Push to set the temperature.

- Indicates that Dry or No mode is selected.

- The operation lamp will light and the system starts operating.

- Push to display the detailed menu.

- Push to select the desired operation mode.

- Push to select the fan speed.

- Push to select the speed.

- Push to select the mode.

- Push to select the air direction.

---

8. FAN SPEED/AIRFLOW DIRECTION SETTING BUTTON

- Use to select Fan Speed or Airflow direction setting.

- Fan speed: Use to select the desired fan speed.

- Airflow direction: Use to select the desired airflow direction.

- Display the main menu.

---

9. FAN SPEED/AIRFLOW DIRECTION SETTING BUTTON

- To start or stop the system.

- When the unit is turned on, the fan speed is the speed that is set for the air conditioner. If the air conditioner does not have fan speed control function, the fan speed will be displayed.

- When the unit is turned off, the fan speed is selected.

- Set/Setback Temperature Display (main page).

- The differential can be adjusted in the Setback temperature configuration menu. The setback temperatures will not be updated during the unit of turn on of basic screen or set in the schedule settings.

- The schedule timer function is not compatible with SkyAir Basic.

- In case of a simultaneous operation system, the selected schedule settings will be changed. It is recommended to select the simultaneous operation system instead. (Refer to "22. Main menu structure" and "Appendix").

- The detailed user reference guide and installer reference guide are available on the Website. (Refer to "22. Main menu structure" and "Appendix").

---

10. INTERLOCK WITH 2 EXTERNAL SIGNALS

- The setpoint is retained for at least 60 seconds after the controller is turned off.

- In this mode, the air humidity will be lowered with a minimal temperature increase.

- In this mode, the air conditioner will run continuously until the setpoint is reached.

- The ventilation mode operates the HRV; refer to the HRV manual for more details.

- In this mode, the controller automatically switches between heating and cooling as required by the sensor.

- In this mode, cooling will be activated as required by the setpoint or the room temperature.

- In this mode, the controller automatically switches between the outdoor unit controller and the remote controller.

- Indicates that the defrost/hot start mode is active.

- The setback function maintains the room temperature in a specific range while the occupants are out for a longer period and the airconditioning is switched off.

- Filters the air based on the selected air filtering function.  Filters should not be installed on the remote controller.

- This function is not compatible with SkyAir Basic.

- The 2014.09

- The schedule timer will be displayed for the days that have been set by the controller.

- The last active setpoint will be utilized.

- The defrost/hot start function is not operational in quiet mode.

- Only in case an infrared is connected. Refer to the HRV manual for more information.

- In this mode, the temperature setpoint for cool/heat and setback temperature setpoint for this time period is not specified. The last active setpoint will be utilized.

- The setpoint is retained for at least 30 seconds after the controller is turned off.

- The remote controller will work if the controller is turned off.

- The fan speed is controlled automatically and cannot be changed by the remote controller.

- The display will not work unless the clock is set.

- The system is controlled by the sensing sensor and/or the thermostat.

- In this mode, the controller will automatically switch between heating and cooling.

- For more information refer to the detailed installer reference guide.

- In this mode, the controller will automatically switch between heating and cooling as required by the sensor.

- The system will be controlled by the sensing sensor.

- Indicates that the swing angle is set.

- When the entire schedule settings are completed, push to set the selected operation time.

- Push to display the schedule screen.

- In this mode, the controller will automatically switch between heating and cooling as required by the sensor.

- Energy Savings/Options: The 2014.09

- In this mode, the controller will automatically switch between heating and cooling as required by the sensor.

- In this mode, the controller will automatically switch between heating and cooling as required by the sensor.

- The schedule timer function is not compatible with SkyAir Basic.

- For more information refer to the detailed user reference guide.

- Indicates that the unit is turned on. It indicates the temperatures that are set for the air conditioner.

- When the unit is turned off, it indicates the temperature setpoint for the unit.

- Set/Setback Temperature Display (main page).

- The differential can be adjusted in the Setback temperature configuration menu. The setback temperatures will not be updated during the unit of turn on of basic screen or set in the schedule settings.

- The schedule timer function is not compatible with SkyAir Basic.

- In case of a simultaneous operation system, the selected schedule settings will be changed. It is recommended to select the simultaneous operation system instead. (Refer to "22. Main menu structure" and "Appendix").

- The detailed user reference guide and installer reference guide are available on the Website. (Refer to "22. Main menu structure" and "Appendix").

- The system will be controlled by the sensing sensor.

- The unit will be switched on. Set/Back indicates that the selected temperatures are set for the setback function.

- The unit will be turned off. Select/Back indicates that the temperatures are set for the setback function.
General safety precautions

- Carefully read the instructions before installation. You will have to install, to configure, and use the unit properly. Keep this manual in a handy place for easy access.

- Please refer to "22. Main menu structure" and "Appendix".

- Use P1 to select Yes and push P2.

- Do not directly touch the PCB with your hand.

- If controlling 1 indoor unit or 1 group of indoor units with 2 remote controllers, put on the power for both remote controllers.

- Refer to the detailed installer reference guide for more detailed installation instructions concerning: Field settings, Test operation method (in cases of SkyAir), Checking procedure of Error Handling, Registration of the Maintenance Contact, Security of the Local/Remote Communication, Clock & Calendar (see also "19. Clock & calendar" on page 2), Language (see also "20. Language" on page 2), Prohibit button, Function Prohibitions, Demand control, Down rotation, Single and Dual Sequential mode, Softener, etc.

- After a few seconds, the basic screen is displayed.

- Refer to the detailed installer reference guide for more detailed installation instructions concerning: Field settings, Test operation method (in cases of SkyAir), Checking procedure of Error Handling, Registration of the Maintenance Contact, Security of the Local/Remote Communication, Clock & Calendar (see also "19. Clock & calendar" on page 2), Language (see also "20. Language" on page 2), Prohibit button, Function Prohibitions, Demand control, Down rotation, Single and Dual Sequential mode, Softener, etc.

- After several minutes, the basic screen is displayed.

- Do not wash or clean the remote controller with a soap or detergent. Before cleaning the remote controller, be sure to stop the operation of the air conditioner and turn off the power supply breaker at the time of maintenance. Failure to do so may result in electric shocks or injury.

- Do not wash the PCB with soap or detergent. Before cleaning the PCB, be sure to stop the operation of the remote controller and turn off the power supply breaker at the time of maintenance. Failure to do so may result in electric shocks or injury.

- Filter setting resuming

- If one of the following messages (Time to close filter, Time to close filter and cleaning, or Time to close filter and cleaning) appears on the bottom of the basic screen, the filter has to be cleaned.

- After the filter or element is washed, cleaned, or replaced, push P3 to enter the Energy Saving List Schedule Settings screen (17.8) (Refer to "22. Main menu structure" and "Appendix").

- If the remote controller is used in combination with tour guide equipment, it must be installed and must comply with the applicable legislation.

- The PCB is mounted in the upper part of the remotecontroller. Be careful not to damage the board with the slot Screwdriver.

- Connect the terminals on the remote controller (P1, P2, and P3) and the outdoor unit (P1, P2, P3 and P4 do not have polarity).

- Do not use any paint thinner, organic solvent, or strong acid.

- Do not wash the remote controller. Doing so may cause electric leakage and result in electric shocks or injury.

- Use P3 to select Reset Filter indicator and push P2 to reset the filter sign.

- Follow the sheet for the part that has to pass through the notch of the main remote controller case. (Refer to the figure and the table below. It is important to keep these instructions through the notch of the main remote controller case.

- For easy wiring, it’s better to keep a 60 mm difference between the length of the 2 wires.

- Pull the wire to the remote controller for connection. Align the upper case with the tabs of the lower case (6 points), insert and install etc.

- Remove dirt or dust on the surface that can become a point of fire or other fire hazards. Be sure to stop the operation of the air conditioner and turn off the power supply breaker at the time of maintenance.

- Before cleaning the PCB, be sure to stop the operation of the remote controller and turn off the power supply breaker at the time of maintenance. Failure to do so may result in electric shocks or injury.

- Do not wash or clean the remote controller with a soap or detergent. Before cleaning the remote controller, be sure to stop the operation of the air conditioner and turn off the power supply breaker at the time of maintenance. Failure to do so may result in electric shocks or injury.

- After several minutes, the basic screen is displayed.

- Do not wash the remote controller. Doing so may cause electric leakage and result in electric shocks or injury.

- Do not wash or clean the remote controller with a soap or detergent. Before cleaning the remote controller, be sure to stop the operation of the air conditioner and turn off the power supply breaker at the time of maintenance. Failure to do so may result in electric shocks or injury.

- Connect the terminals on the remote controller (P1, P2, and P3) and the outdoor unit (P1, P2, P3 and P4 do not have polarity).

- Do not wash the PCB with soap or detergent. Before cleaning the PCB, be sure to stop the operation of the remote controller and turn off the power supply breaker at the time of maintenance. Failure to do so may result in electric shocks or injury.

- Do not wash or clean the remote controller. Doing so may cause electric leakage and result in electric shocks or injury.

- Do not wash the remote controller. Doing so may cause electric leakage and result in electric shocks or injury.